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System Components

Volta Technology  combines renewable energy with the  proven advantages of communications and cloud 
software technology to power reliable, intelligent and high  performance Lightinus street lights and charging 
stations. Our smart controller, installation tools and RMS software propel our solar systems to unmatched 
levels of performance and reliability. In addition, we offer innovative monitoring, communication and 
maintenance services through provision of three types of RMS packages (basic, advanced and premium). We 
are focused on achieving immediate and long-term savings for our clients through a combination of 
dedicated remote management services and direct maintenance of our Lighitnus street light networks.

Our Lightinus RMS is a unique remote management system that provides real-time, 24/7 capabilities for  
monitoring and control of our streetlights and charging stations over the Internet from any PC or smart-
phone. RMS is a validation tool for renewable energy implementation in terms of cost savings to justify up-
front investments and setting optimization standards for improving off-the-grid systems' life cycles and 
durability.

 System Components (see options on page 2)

Built-in Communications Temperature Probe

Smart Off-the-Grid Controller Access to Lightinus RMS Software

Antenna

Cable Harness
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Lightinus System Components Options

Controller Options

• C1 - Solar Controller - Single Load (Mesh)

• C2 - Solar Controller  - Multi-Load (Mesh)
• C3 - Solar Contoller - Multi-Load (Cellular)

Smart       Solar       Street        Lights      with        LIGHTINUS         RMS      Software 

RMS is designed to monitor units performance, manage and proactively maintain off-the-grid systems 
over the Internet. We manage RMS as a licensed software service and remote monitoring tool. We  provide 
access to distributors/system integrators and end users that implement our Lightinus street lights 
and charging stations, who will be trained on how to utilize RMS features to manage our installed off-
the-grid products. The distributor or end user does not need to provide any IT infrastructure or have 
to install any software locally.

Lightinus off-the-grid controller together with the RMS cloud software eliminate all the variables 
which shorten battery life cycle by enabling users to benefit from optimized charge profiles, efficient life 
cycle management, short circuit and overload protection as well as low voltage disconnect 
capabilities. RMS can also support higher wattage lights with smaller batteries and less power draw 
due to its sophisticated power management and flexible lighting profiles, delivering the brightest 
light in the industry.

Systems      Support
Depending on our cooperation arrangements with end clients or distributors, we can provide full support in 
system monitoring, management and maintenance through our RMS packages (basic, advanced and 
premium). Our trusted vendors provide third level support for the entire system and RMS at all times.

Communications        Options
• Cell Per Pole (C3): each controller has a SIM chip to communicate to the local wireless network.

• Mesh Controller / Cellular Gateway (C1/C2): each controller has a MESH chip which allows the controllers
to communicate together in a cluster to a single Cellular Gateway. The Cellular Gateway communicates
all of the performance data for the poles in the cluster.

• Mesh Controller / Ethernet Gateway (C1/C2): each controller has a MESH chip which allows the
controllers to communicate together in a cluster to a single Ethernet Gateway. The Ethernet Gateway,
housed in a building that has Ethernet capability, communicates all of the performance data for the
poles in the cluster, eliminating cellular charges.

Antenna
The antenna needed to support the selected communications option is also provided. A variety of 
antennas are offered with different cable lengths  and mounting options.




